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In the United States , retail sales of four-door Blazer models ended in fleet sales continued into ;
production of two-door models and four-door models for fleet sales continued until In the
Canadian market, four-door models of the Blazer and Jimmy were sold until the model year and
until the model year for the two-door models of both. The Brazilian variant, based on the
second-generation S-series, continues in production in Brazil with their own sheetmetal
stampings as well as in Canada with the Brazilian, Indonesian and Russian sheetmetal
stampings. In North America, the Moraine, Ohio plant produced only 4-door vehicles, with both
2- and 4-door models being produced at Linden, which was the main assembly plant after the
switch some time after from Pontiac, Michigan , which became a full-size truck plant. The Blazer
and Jimmy appeared as models. The S-series Blazer and Jimmy did not feature removable
hardtops like their full-size counterparts and were only offered in a two-door bodystyle. Base
power was provided by GM's 2. Due to emissions laws , a 1. The 1. The V6 was refitted with a
throttle-body fuel injection system for in order to improve performance and fuel economy. In
order for it to keep being competitive, the Blazer and Jimmy received a new 4. The 2. In March ,
4-door versions of the S Blazer and Jimmy were introduced as a model; the 4-door had a 6. This
new grille also did away with the separate metal filler panel under the grille, since the grille is
taller and took its place. Early production models between March and August were initially
available as a four-wheel drive only; 2WD versions commenced production around Summer
This came just months ahead of the introduction of the Ford Explorer , which replaced the
Bronco II; six-and-a-half years after the segment-leading Cherokee debuted with four doors. The
interior was a carryover from with the exception of the center console and steering wheel X-bar
style similar to the one used in the GMT trucks. Also, the "S" name was dropped from the
Jimmy. Sport package had bigger sway bars, slightly modified suspension and 30x9. Body trim
included also black plastic fender flares, front fog lights and spare tire carrier on the tailgate.
This deleted the Manual gear range selector with a 3 position switch located to the left of the
gauge cluster in the same location that the rear defrost button would be located on
non-electronic transfer-case and 2WD model Blazers and Jimmies when optioned with the
electronic transfer case the defrost button assembly is positioned below the headlight switch.
The electronic transfer-case added luxury however there was no neutral position with the
electronic transfer case, so the owner's manual stated that the drive shaft had to be removed
when the vehicle was being towed. The fuel lines, which were routed on the driver side frame
rail to the TBI fuel injectors, were redesigned where the fuel inlets entered the rear of the engine
same as the GMT This was phased in because of the L35 option which used a similar fuel line
setup. The serpentine accessory drive for the 4. From at least onward, all S10 Blazers and
Jimmies came with four-wheel anti-lock brakes as standard equipment. The first two years of
the ABS system had axleshafts with pressed-on ABS toner rings, which were eliminated during
the latter half of the model year rear ABS control was now done via the vehicle speed sensor. A
5-speed manual transmission remained standard through , but only with the TBI engine. Only
the two 4. The grille alongside the S pickup was revised which was a chrome-plated version of
the base work truck grille found on base S pickups , along with the addition of optional 5-spoke
alloy rims for the 2WD model - basically a copy of the 3rd generation Camaro Z28 15" alloy rim.
Although the second generation S-series pickup debuted in , the S Blazer and Jimmy continued
unchanged for that year, with the only significant changes being a third brake light and the
discontinuation of the rear spoiler. The redesigned S and Sonoma pickups used Ra refrigerant.
The S Blazer and Jimmy seem to have used R until the end of their production run and
subsequent replacement with redesigned models that looked like new-for pickups. The all-new
Blazer was introduced in as a model year. This time, it lost the S prefix for simpler identification,
as the full-size K5 Blazer was discontinued. Exterior and interior size were increased, bumping
it up to a mid-sized SUV. This Blazer appealed to more customers because of the less rugged
appearance and rounded styling, and many storage spacesâ€”a key feature for families. It was
available with the 4. In , the interior and exterior received some cosmetic changes. The
makeover offered a new dashboard with larger buttons and more ergonomically correct driving
controls, as well as larger door handles, and headrests for the rear bench. A passenger airbag
is now standard. In , new folding mirrors replaced the old folding mirrors. For the model year,
the truck received a new center console. In , Chevrolet introduced a limited edition 'TrailBlazer'
appearance package that was available as an upgrade to the LS and LT trims. The Trailblazer's
headlamps, which featured daytime running lamps, would be available on various Blazer
models until production ended. Upon introduction of the Chevrolet TrailBlazer and the GMC
Envoy , production continued after their successors came to the market, with the Jimmy being
sold only in Canada and, in the model year, 4-door models sold to vehicle fleets. Another
upscale model was the GMC Envoy. It used the same engines and had many of the same
upgrades as the Bravada. The model Envoy featured an optional upgrade to High Intensity

Discharge headlamps, and several other visual modifications. To celebrate the 30th anniversary
of the Jimmy nameplate, the Jimmy Diamond Edition was launched. Not too different from the
Envoy, it featured leather seats with a diamond pattern, special diamond logos, and an
aluminum silver plate along lower sides of the SUV. At the same time, a Blazer Xtreme only on
the 2-door model was added to the lineup, based on the S10 Xtreme. This sub-model lasted until
The ZR2 package was only offered on the 2 door Blazer as the 2 door had the shorter
wheelbase. It had a wider ladder-type frame which made its track approx. It also lifted the Blazer
about 3 inches which made it be able to clear 31x An enhanced front 7. Larger wheel and axle
bearings. A front anti-sway bar, skid plates, Bilstein shocks, and a beefier rear axle. IIHS gave a
P for poor in the frontal offset crash test. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other uses,
see Chevrolet Blazer disambiguation. This article needs additional citations for verification.
Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may
be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. Gasoline : 1. Archived from the original on Retrieved
Archived from the original on 18 March Retrieved 25 March Mobil Motor Lama. GMC , a marque
of General Motors , light truck timeline, international market, sâ€”present. Chevrolet vehicles.
Established in , a division of General Motors since Express N N Orlando Spin. Category
Commons. Categories : All-wheel-drive vehicles Chevrolet vehicles Rear-wheel-drive vehicles s
cars s cars s cars Compact sport utility vehicles Mid-size sport utility vehicles Cars introduced
in Cars of Brazil Motor vehicles manufactured in the United States. Hidden categories: Articles
needing additional references from July All articles needing additional references Articles with
short description Short description is different from Wikidata Commons category link is on
Wikidata Commons category link is locally defined Articles with Curlie links. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Wikimedia Commons
has media related to Chevrolet S Blazer. Subcompact crossover SUV. Compact crossover SUV.
Captiva Sport. Mid-size crossover SUV. Full-size crossover SUV. Mini SUV. Compact SUV.
Grand Vitara. S Blazer. Mid-size SUV. Full-size SUV. Grand Blazer. K5 Blazer. Coupe utility.
Chevy El Camino. Compact pickup. LUV D-Max. Mid-size pickup. Full-size pickup. Lumina APV.
Trans Sport. City Express. Subcompact car. Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Full-size
crossover. K5 Jimmy. Yukon XL. S Sonoma. Introduced to the Chevrolet line for the model year ,
the K5 Blazer was replaced for by the Chevrolet Tahoe. In , GMC introduced its own model of
the truck, called the Jimmy , which was discontinued in and replaced by the Yukon. The
"Jimmy" name was chosen to reflect how GM may sound in a similar manner to how Jeep was
thought to be a pronunciation of GP in the competing market. The K5 Blazer and Jimmy had
"full convertible" removable tops until For , GM introduced a half-cab design that was less
prone to leaks and slightly safer in a roll-over. The Blazer's long-wheelbase relative, with an
integrated rear body and doors for 2nd row passengers, is the Chevrolet Suburban. The original
K5 was a short wheelbase truck. It was available in model year as four-wheel drive only; for , a
two-wheel drive model was offered. There were four choices for power plants: the straight-6 ,
the straight-6 , the V8 , and the V8. Both of these were originally aimed at the short Jeep CJ
series, which were much smaller than other trucks. The innovation of the Blazer was to simply
offer a shortened pickup truck, which both increased interior space, and lowered the cost of
production with a shared platform. The Blazer quickly became popular. For the first time, it
married the off-road capabilities of the Scout with the "luxury" features like air conditioning and
automatic transmissions routinely available on pickup trucks. By , the Blazer was already
outselling both of its older rivals. Ford , Dodge , and even Jeep would counter with similar
shortened pickups, with the Dodge Ramcharger and Jeep Cherokee. It also came as a
convertible. The two-wheel drive version came with independent front suspension and rear
trailing arms, both with coil springs. The four-wheel drive version had a solid front axle and
used leaf springs front and rear. Both versions used drum brakes at all four corners until , when
the entire GM light truck line got standard front discs. A tachometer was optional. There was
also a choice between a three-speed automatic transmission Turbo Hydromatic TH , a
three-speed manual transmission , and a four-speed Synchromesh SM manual transmission,
often referred to as the "granny gear" due to its 6. Two transfer cases were offered: the Dana 20,
available only with the manual transmissions, or the NP , available with both types of
transmissions. Production Totals : [ citation needed ]. For , GM's line of full-size trucks was
redesigned and updated. A tilt-steering wheel became optional. Until , the K5 had a removable
convertible top. In , a half-cab design was introduced and used until Although the GMT platform
was introduced in the spring of as a model, the K5 Blazer, Suburban, and crew-cab trucks
retained the earlier platform until For in late for models, the front grille was changed to resemble
the squared-off ones used on the GMT series of pickups. There is an overlap of bolt rears into
the early '80s, while the bolt front axle was phased into production in the late s. The second

generation K5 models incorporated the rear hatch glass and tailgate into a single unit, which
allowed the glass panel to retract inside of the tailgate by use of a manual crank mounted on the
tailgate or an electric motor activated by a key-operated switch on the tailgate and a
dash-mounted switch. The weight of the large glass panel was rumored to be a liability as the
manual crank gears wore prematurely and the electric motor was prone to frequent overheating
and subsequent failure. This also included the electric motor drive cable which goes to the
window regulator to the motor similar in design to a speedometer cable , which usually would
fail under heavy abuse. Another feature of the K5 Blazer tailgate was the safety switch
connected to the electric motor which prevented the rear window from being raised if the
tailgate was unlatched. Since in the wake of the Arab Oil Embargo and the energy crisis ,
Chevrolet and GMC used the smaller displacement s with a 9. These engines produced nearly
as much torque as the , giving a similar driving feel. However, these power plants were
underpowered and prone to detonation engine knocking , especially with the electronic spark
control module. To achieve the 9. A majority of them are painted olive drab green or in the
woodland camouflage pattern, though some vehicles that saw desert use were painted tan. All
Ms, including its derivatives, are powered with the 6. Some decommissioned Ms end up in law
enforcement use e. After , when throttle-body injection was introduced in the truck engines, the
was made the standard power plant. More new features for included a fixed mast antenna in
place of the old windshield antenna, a trip odometer as part of the gauge package cluster, and
an improved pulse windshield wiper control. Also, helping to reduce air leaks in the doors was a
new door handle seal. The Blazer had new base and up-level grilles, as well as new headlight
bezels, body side moldings, and front bumper rub strips. Corporate bolt axles were upgraded to
30 spline axle shafts from previous 28 spline. The standard L05 5. For the model year, all
Blazers now had a standard rear wheel anti-lock braking system. A new electronic speedometer
system, with a 6 digit odometer on the dashboard was also introduced for , along with
non-asbestos brake linings. A new brake warning light on the dashboard was also introduced
for The Blazer body also used double sided, galvanized exterior sheet metal. A new option for
was power mirrors. The 5. The rear seat arm rest were eliminated from rear seat to make room
for shoulder belts and pads were added to the wheel housings. For , the R4 was renamed to the
4L The TBI throttle body injection system used on the Blazer's standard 5. Standard on all
engines was a lighter more powerful amp CS alternator. Two new exterior colors, Brilliant Blue
and Slate Metallic were offered. All power and torque figures are pulled from GM factory service
manual [ full citation needed ]. It was available only with a four-speed automatic transmission.
The full-size Blazer was discontinued for , replaced by the Chevrolet Tahoe which featured a
two-door and four-door body style. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. See also Chevrolet
Blazer disambiguation Motor vehicle. Motor vehicle. Retrieved Performance Media Group, Inc.
GMC , a marque of General Motors , light truck timeline, international market, sâ€”present.
Chevrolet vehicles. Established in , a division of General Motors since Express N N Orlando
Spin. Category Commons. Categories : All-wheel-drive vehicles Chevrolet vehicles
Rear-wheel-drive vehicles Full-size sport utility vehicles s cars s cars s cars Cars introduced in
Motor vehicles manufactured in the United States. Hidden categories: Articles with short
description Short description matches Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles
with unsourced statements from January All articles with incomplete citations Articles with
incomplete citations from January Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article
Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Full-size SUV. Janesville
Assembly Plant , Janesville, Wisconsin. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Chevrolet K5
Blazer. K5 Blazer. Coupe utility. El Toro. El Camino. Compact pickup. Full-size pickup. Advance
Design. Task Force. Subcompact crossover SUV. Compact crossover SUV. Captiva Sport.
Mid-size crossover SUV. Full-size crossover SUV. Mini SUV. Compact SUV. Grand Vitara. S
Blazer. Mid-size SUV. Grand Blazer. Chevy LUV D-Max. Mid-size pickup. Lumina APV. Trans
Sport. City Express. Subcompact car. Compact crossover. Mid-size crossover. Full-size
crossover. S Jimmy. Yukon XL. S Sonoma. I am trying to adjust the timing on this vehicle. How
should I proceed? The manual states that you must bypass the timing system. Locate the single
tan with black striped wire that is connected to the distributor. My vehicle has two separate wire
bundle connections. It does not have a single tan wire. I know one is for the Camshaft sensor,
however, I do not know what the other small wire bundle connection is for. The second on is not
a single wire per manual; it is wires? Thank You for the help. Do you. There is no timing
adjustment, the crank sensor does all that in conjunction with the computer. The information
you have from Hayns is for an older vehicle. Was this answer. I'm glad I didn't break it trying to
move it! Can you reply concerning the Haynes manual in difference? Hello, There is many
discrepancies in the online manuals, that's why a quality manual like Mitchell1. Com is a better

deal, updated constantly. Dear obxautomedic, Thank you for reply. I cant believe what a great
resource this site is, thanks again for everything. Thank You for your reply in advance. I have a
new problem, the engine stopped running! I have digital ohm-metered from end to end the
Battery Cables which I can easily probe each end. They all are 0 ohms. I did purchase a set of
used battery cables which should fit. I am going to try this! Unless I have a Analog Ohm Meter
this type of measurement may be in question. It is strange that when I turn the Ignition only to t
honda sonata 2004
mail trucks catching fire
gm 4l30 e transmission
he ON position, then the interior voltage at the cigarette lighter and power accessory outlets
drop 1. Can you confirm this Current draw. With the key in the ON position the voltage at the
Battery stays the same and at the Starter. This lower voltage to the Coil is a Problem or Not a
Problem? The symptom of having to Jump the vehicle reminds me of Battery Cable or Ground
problems. Still Have not resolved this one! Let me ask a question if I may 1st thing in the
morning takes few cranks before it start or you have to get jump for it to start as you drained the
battery trying and once it start and run its OK for most of the day if this is correct have to do a
fuel pressure test 1st suspect a bad fuel Was this answer. I finally obtained my Fuel Pressure
Guage from my storage. I'll be proceeding from here. Thank You for your help. I'll be making a
donation shortly. Please login or register to post a reply. Asked by tyntheky yahoo. Fuel System
Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

